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Kanha is placed in the midst of central part of India which is stretching over an area of 940sq.
kilometres. It is said to be one of the largest tiger reserve of the world with a total area of 1945 sq
kilometres. This beautiful forest is blessed with the evergreen vegetation of sal, bamboo forests and
long stretch of grasslands. The place is has more than 22 species of mammals which comprise of
Tiger, Leopard, gaur, SÄ•mbhar, spotted deer, four horned Antelope, Blue bull, sloth bear, the Indian
wild Dog etc, the park is also blessed with over 200 species of Birds for the travellers to explore.
.Large number of tourists from all parts of the world flocks to this destination to witness the wild side
of India because of which India tourism has come up with many hotels in Kanha.

These hotels and resorts in Kanha offer luxury accommodation that compliment forest adventure
and rustic jungle life. They are set in the midst of gleeful landscape with stunning arrangements
decked in jungle theme with beautiful wooden interiors and wonderful tree houses blend of
tranquillity and wilderness. All the hotels in Kanha offer discreet of jungle and safari Lodges in India.
They are very renowned for blending the surrounding Landscape, while providing a stunning view
point for observing the areaâ€™s wealth of wildlife.These hotels offer professional naturalist, with library
that comprise of wildlife books, magazines and videos for the knowledge enhancement of the
travellers. Along with basic amenities they also offer various recreational activities like jungle safaris
in open vehicle, bird watching, nature walks, village walks, elephant bathing by the river and visits to
the weekly market and fair for the travellers. All these hotels are not only cheap but offer luxury and
comfort to the traveller. They very well understand that every traveller is different hence try to offer
them with the amenities that they desire on their trip. For a comfortable stay at economical price the
resorts in Kanha are ideal because they take your very close to nature and offer your lifetime
memories that you can cherish throughout your lifetime with your loved ones.

So come and experience a life of both pleasure and adventure by staying in the hotels of Kanha and
get drenched in the beauty of the place with the plush accommodations provided by the various
hotels in Kanha.
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a Resorts in Kanha - Choose from 90 hotels & resorts in Kanha.Check out unbiased user
reviews,compare tariffs, Kanha hotels & resort photos and book hotels in Kanha online with Holiday
IQ.
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